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Goodbye Paper, Hello Ease

Becoming The Feared 
Competitor

David Reid, CEO of Ease

The growth of ‘All-In-One’ solutions for SMBs



SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL 

AHU
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Our World Is 

Different
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THE BROKER-EMPLOYER RELATIONSHIP

Small businesses are relying on brokers like you more 
than ever before. They want more from their broker 
relationship and more for their HR and benefits 
programs. 

They also want technology for many aspects of their 
HR department. 

The result is strong growth for direct-to-employer 
(DTE) HR software companies and payroll providers 
giving technology solutions as part of their offering.
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OUR WORLD IS DIFFERENT

The number of millennials on the planet is projected to 
total over 75 million this year…making them the largest 
living generation by population. 

…over a third of the American working population is 
comprised of millennials (those between ages 20 and 36).

…in 4 years they will be over half the workforce and 
represent the majority of decision makers.

…demanding their employers offer tools to make benefit 
enrollment easier, like online portals and apps…just no 
paper.
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BENEFITS ALONE IS NO LONGER ENOUGH

The primary driver according to a recent HR Study. . . “seamlessly 
integrating functions such as payroll and benefits.”

Today’s strategy requires all the ‘three legged stool’ to compete:

1. Payroll – total solution or integration – either way, ‘single entry’ will be the standard.

2. HRIS – mobile is a necessity.

3. Benefit Administration – FULL On-boarding, Open Enrollment Management, ACTSupport
(Add/Change/Termination)
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Complete HR 

solution that 

solves all needs 

– single system

Custom 

package based 

on varied 

employer and 

employee 

needs

Suite of 
resources 

available around 
the clock to help 

with benefits, 
onboarding, 

HRIS, and HR 
policies  

WHAT DO YOUR GROUPS WANT THE BROKER-EMPLOYER 
RELATIONSHIP TO LOOK LIKE?

This is Where the Broker 
Wins
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SAAS MAKES ‘ALL-IN-ONE’ POSSILBE FOR ANY SIZE

Software as a Service (SaaS; pronounced /sæs/[1] ) is a 
software licensing and delivery model in which software is licensed on 
a subscription basis and is centrally hosted.[2][3]

SaaS has changed every industry in our world. 
Yet our industry has been slow to adapt.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA_for_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_as_a_service#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_licensing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_delivery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subscription
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_hosting_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_as_a_service#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_as_a_service#cite_note-3
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THE TRANSITION TO SAAS IS ACCELERATING

Today’s solutions require Benefits Administration, Payroll & HR

The Guardian study shows that the past five years have seen a 165% growth rate in the proportion of 
employees using web-based technology for benefits enrollment. 

A 2015 LIMRA study found instead 68 percent of employees want to enroll in their benefits online or 
electronically and only 16 percent want paper enrollment forms. 
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ADOPTERS ARE ACHIEVING RESULTS

When Cuna Mutual, a Wisconsin based provider of services to credit unions, developed an 
integrated technology platform for online benefits enrollment, the results were astounding.

According to an ROI study conducted by the HR Consultancy Cedar Enterprise Solutions:

• A reduction in cycle time by 50%

• A reduction in cost per transaction by 60%

• A reduction in inquiries made directly to HR by 75%

• A 100% payback in just one year
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NOBODY CAN DENY THAT BENEFITS AND HR ARE MERGING

Technology is the impetus for this convergence:

• Simple concepts such as ‘single point of entry set the stage;

• Benefits and HR share common data elements that, without technology, are 
burdensome;

• The emerging Digital Brokers have raised the bar by including HRIS as part of their 
standard offering;

• In the past, buyers had to purchase these solutions separately, but no more.
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TSUNAMI ADOPTION RATE IS IMMINENT

Less than 2% of the nations 6 million small 
businesses have adopted an online solution.

Adaptation or 
Extinction?

The next 5 years will bring a dramatic shift in how 
benefits are managed.

Modern buyers of today and virtually all buyers of 
tomorrow will gravitate toward easy to use, mobile 
compatible, all-in-one solutions.



Silicon Valley Is 
Betting On Enrollment 
Platforms To Disrupt 
Traditional Brokers
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2015 - LESS THAN 5 YEARS AGO

Silicon Valley bet on the idea a 
Digital Broker would swiftly 
replace traditional brokers.
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SILICON VALLEY ALSO BETTING ON PAYROLL + SAAS AS THE FUTURE

Highly effective point of entry 
and extraordinary access to 
decision makers. 



19
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WELL KNOWN NATIONAL PAYROLL PROVIDERS

Today’s broker needs to recognize the importance of payroll as a defensive strategy.
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Investors Backing HRIS Providers Satisfying the ‘All-In-One’ Demand

Early August 
2018, Namely 
announces 
another $60M 
raised, bringing 
their total raised 
to $217.8M
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INVESTORS BACKING HRIS PROVIDERS SATISFYING 
THE ‘ALL-IN-ONE’ DEMAND

Just a month after 
their raise, Namely 
announces direct 
insurance carrier 
integrations.
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IT’S A ‘MARKET’ WHEN IT’S MEASURED LIKE ONE

Does your chosen solution of the resources that allow you to compete?  Will they be your 
future competitor?
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More Choices 
Requires Decision 
Support And 
More 
Opportunity
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OVER HALF ON DEDUCTIBLES

Kaiser Foundation 2017 Health Benefit Survey published Sept. 19, 2017
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CONSUMERFICATION OF HEALTH CARE

According to the Federal Rerserve: Relatively small, unexpected expenses, such as a car repair or replacing a 
broken appliance, can be a hardship for many families without savings. When faced with a hypothetical expense 
of only $400, 59 percent of adults in 2017 say they could easily cover it, using entirely cash, savings, or a credit 
card paid off at the next statement (referred to, altogether, as "cash or its equivalent").

Today, 39 percent of large employers offer only high-deductible plans, up from 7 percent in 2009, according to a 
survey by the National Business Group on Health.

- John Tozzi, 6/26/18
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WITH MODERN EFFICIENCY, SMB’s OFFER NEW OPPORTUNITY

Fewer forms and an embedded seamless experience

Todays High Deductibles and the rising Millennial generation has created a higher demand for Voluntary 
Benefits that ever.

Average commission = 40% (may be low);

Average participation = 40%;

Average annual premium = $600;

Your average case size is 15 employees

You have 30 accounts;

Compensation = $43,200 (+32%);

Agency with 300 accounts averaging 20 employees = $576,000;

SaaS allows brokers to simply ‘turn on’ revenue generating integrations.



It keeps 
getting better!

Today’s leading solutions are 

less than 1% of commissions 

and provide over 1000% ROI 

immediately
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MOST BUSINESS ARE SMALL BUSINESSES
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MICRO GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Micro groups generally touch the system only during on-boarding or open enrollment.

• Simplistic benefit plans – often medical only.

• Self service payroll in most cases.

• HRIS may be nothing more than a spreadsheet to track employee time off.

• Keep it simple, replace forms.

• Mobile is becoming increasingly important regardless of business size.
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SAAS SAVES TIME AND $$ - EVEN ON SMALL GROUPS

We all know the drill. . .3 Lines of Coverag on 15 employees:

Type a memo;

Go to the store and gather 15 medical, dental and life forms;

Deliver forms;

Follow up with groups administrator several times;

Pick up forms;

Proof forms;

Gather missing information, over several days;

Scan forms;

Submit forms;

. . .Brokers using Easecentral turn hours into minutes.
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ONLINE IS GREEN

Between summaries, forms and booklets. . .the average employee receives over 200 

pages of benefits documentation very year.

42 Employees = 



The Ecosystem Is 
Changing
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SUPPORT FROM THE ECOSYSTEM IS GREATER THAN EVER

SaaS has evolved to a level that it provides genuine efficiencies and positive ROI for large 
partners when efficiently scaled and deployed.

Carriers are becoming more technology friendly and willing to accept submissions from more platforms 
today than ever.  A movement to the use of APIs is accelerating.

Most technology platforms allow agents to produce universal reports in a .xls or .csv format that can be 
manipulated to carrier specific formats.

Carriers are supporting online video content that can be linked to or embedded in third party platforms to 
provide current and modern content for the end user.  Agents no longer have to produce this content.

The trend is clear.  Online and All-In-One is the weapon of todays Feared Competitor.
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QUESTIONS?
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Clearinghouses

Modern solution for CENTRAL 
ENTITIES to manage multiple 
LEGACY systems in a modern 
world.
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COMMON APPROACH

CARRIER

CARRIER

CARRIER

CARRIERCARRIER

EMPLOYER 
Other relevant 
stake holders 

such as payroll

BENEFIT 
ADMIN
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CLEARINGHOUSE IN PRACTICE

Key terms to clarify:

• CENTRAL ENTITY:  An example of a CENTRAL ENTITY would be a large insurance company that has many 
different technology platforms and manual processes across it’s own ecosystem.  It is often an ongoing 
challenge due to continued acquisitions and other factors that impact the fact that large ‘CENTRAL 
ENTITIES’ generally have many systems.

• LEGACY:  An existing system or process.  A common example would be a large health insurance company 
having many different regional and state based health plan offerings, each using it’s own technology 
platform or process. 

• TRANSLATOR: An aggregator that is designed to communicate with all LEGACY systems by accepting and 
receiving Add/Change/Termination activity in their respective format and then generating a universal, 
acceptable, modern ability for accepting and receiving this same Add/Change/Termination activity with 
modern partners.  Manages both standardization and subtle out-market nuances for Central Entity.
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CLEARINGHOUSE- 10,000 FOOT VIEW 

Legacy 
Indemnity

Several Upper 
East Plans

New, preferred 
‘Most’-In-One

Mid-Atlantic, OK, 
MI 

California HMO

Translator 
Any Ben 

Admin, TPA, 
etc.  

CENTRAL 
ENTITY
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CLEARING HOUSE IN PRACTICE

Practical advantages of a modern Clearinghouse

• Addresses ‘control’ issues (i.e. one carrier is not utilizing another carrier’s 
platform).

• Allows Carriers (Central Entities) to engage with any size broker.

• More efficient for a CENTRAL ENTITY to work with third party integrations 
and manage across multiple platforms and participate in an ‘All-In-One’ 
world.

• Allow for a staged approach in the development of new technologies across 
ALL entities, including newly acquired entities in an efficient manner (i.e. 
carrier acquisitions of plans).
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WHO ARE THE TRANSLATORS?

All the common entities providing an ‘All In One’ solution – common theme is VOLUME and the race is on. . .

• Could be created by a CENTRAL ENTITY

• ‘All in one’ providers

• PEOs

• Payroll Providers

• HRIS Providers

• Modern Third Party solutions distributed through traditional Insurance Brokers
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QUESTIONS?


